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DMT launches world’s first online shop for test and standard 

dusts 

Essen, Germany, 09.04.2019. Making test standards more readily accessible and 

cutting ordering processes: DMT is selling test and standard dusts online, with 

immediate effect. Customers can find out about the individual dusts and their 

use in advance and then order them directly online. The webshop, which is the 

first in the world in this specialist area, is available in English and German and 

will be launched on 9 April 2019. 

With this webshop, DMT is reacting to customers’ needs for more and better information 

about dusts and their use. “In the past, finding the right dust for testing products, such as 

vacuum cleaners, filters, etc. took a lot of time and patience,” explains Umalan Gogilan, 

Project Manager for Air Quality at DMT. Manufacturers from the vacuum cleaner, 

automotive, pharmaceutical and filter industries test their devices with dusts according to 

prescribed standards so that they can launch them onto the market. To even find the right 

dust, they first have to research which dust is actually named in the relevant standard. But 

this information is rarely precise enough. “It might say Arizona test dust, but not 

specifically which of four possible variants is meant,” says Gogilan. Once the dust 
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described in the standard has been found, this does not automatically mean that it is the 

best dust for the manufacturer: “Ultimately, the manufacturers want to make devices that 

are better and do more than just meet the basic requirements of the standard,” explains 

Gogilan. That is why DMT also develops test dusts for special and individual 

requirements. 

What customers really need often emerges only after many emails and long telephone 

conversations, in which Gogilan questions his customers in depth. That takes a lot of time 

for both parties which will now be saved with the new webshop. “Ultimately, we have 

transferred all of our expertise about dusts to the shop, where our customers can see 

which dust is mentioned in which standard, the structure of the dust, what the particle size 

is and what it is used for.” Gogilan recommends browsing the shop to find the right dust 

for a particular application. “The more customers find out in advance, the easier it is for 

them to find what they really need.” Anyone wanting to order a specific product, can also 

do so using the search function.   

All around the clock, from anywhere in the world: more than 50 standard and test dusts 

have already been uploaded to the shop, another ten are to follow. The tried-and-tested 

DMT Test dust Type 8, which simulates household dust for vacuum cleaner 

manufacturers and suppliers, can already be found there, as well as Arizona test dust A2 

(fine), which is used to test air filters for ventilation technology and in the automotive 

industry.  

Gogilan’s team also offers more unusual test dusts, such as DMT bank note dust, online. 

But anyone thinking of shredded paper money when they hear the term bank note dust is 

on the wrong track: “In our bank note dust, we use the same type of cotton that is used in 

bank notes. Critical machine components, for example for the Bundesdruckerei (German 

federal printing office) can therefore be tested,” explains Gogilan. In addition to standard 

and test dusts, the shop also offers nanoparticles and accessories, such as masks. “DMT 

is well known for supplying everything from a single source. We are implementing that 

philosophy in our shop,” says Gogilan. 

DMT webshop: https://testdust.dmt-group.com 

(3,478 characters, including spaces) 

https://testdust.dmt-group.com/
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Contact and further information: 
 
DMT GmbH & Co. KG 
Am TÜV 1 
45307 Essen, Germany 
www.dmt-group.com 
 
Umalan Gogilan 
Tel +49 201 172-1232 
umalan.gogilan@dmt-group.com 
 
 
About the DMT group 
With more than 30 locations worldwide, and approx. 1,100 employees, DMT is a group of 
engineering and consultancy firms active in the plant & process engineering, building & 
infrastructure, mining and oil & gas markets. Innovative, customer-specific solutions are realised 
with a broad-based portfolio of services in the fields of engineering, consulting, geo-engineering 
and exploration. DMT develops and also builds measuring systems for use in various sectors and 
manufactures test products. DMT is a TÜV NORD GROUP company and brings together the 
engineering activities in the group. 
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